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RUGGEDIZED LAPTOP 

THE POWER AND VERSATILITY 
OF TALINO - ACCEPT NO 
SUBSTITUTES 

Here at SUMURI we take the greatest pride in building 

the very best forensic workstations anywhere. All of our 

TALINOs are designed by Certified Forensic Computer 

Examiners because we believe that the person who 

best understands what the modern examiner needs is 

someone who knows forensics! Using our unique and 

proprietary chassis, we accomplish two major goals: 

1.) Separate the electrically sensitive components from 
those that produce more EMI and heat. 

2.) Since the entire chassis is made of aluminum, we 
can utilize its entire surface area to help spread and 

dissipate heat. 

Both of these effects help ensure your TALINO runs as 

smoothly as possible and lasts as long as an examiner 

needs it! 
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TALINO KA - LOMEGA TALINO KA - L eDiscovery   
We use only the highest quality components 

that have been tested and vetted here in our 
lab. Our Laptops are designed and optimized 

for forensics and come with an_ industry 

leading 3 year warranty. 

Every all TALINO workstations and laptops 

are built based... on your unique requirements 
and to our exacting standards. No competitor 
offers ANYTHING close! 

Every TALINO workstation is burned in for 72 

hours using multiple stress testing and 

benchmarking tools. The goal of our quality 

assurance team is to try and “break” the 

workstation before shipping it. From logical 

stress tests to actually physically altering the 

airflow in the TALINO we do everything in our 

power to make sure no TALINO leaves the lab 
until it has been put through the wringer. This 

is backed by our industry leading 3 year 
warranty and lifetime access to our support 

line for every TALINO user. Day or night we 

are there when you need us. 
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FORENSIC LAPTOPS 

TALINO KA-L ALPHA 
a oe The SUMURI TALINO KA-L Alpha is an extremely portable Forensic Workstation specifically designed to 

perform faster than most desktop forensic workstations. We introduced this system for several reasons as 
many agencies just need a really good laptop that they can depend on to process small cases, work out in 
the field, collect mobile phone data, or a variety of other tasks. 

g S TALINO KA-L GAMMA 
2, The SUMURI TALINO KA-L Gamma is a portable Forensic Workstation specifically designed to perform just 

as fast as other desktop forensic workstations. This system was created to meet the needs of agencies 

P : who've both come to expect the speed and power from our renowned portable TALINO Forensic 
Workstations, and are looking for a middle ground between our other portable offerings. 
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TALINO KA-L OMEGA 
The SUMURI TALINO KA-L Omega is the fastest portable Forensic Workstation specifically designed to 

oS) | perform just as fast as most desktop forensic workstations. In fact, this powerhouse might actually be more 
= powerful than your current forensic workstation, unless you have a full sized TALINO desktop Forensic 

Workstation. 

  

fT SASL TALINO KA-L eDISCOVERY 
Chee) The SUMURI TALINO KA-L eDiscovery & Incident Response laptop is our high-end eDiscovery incident 

—! — response laptop aimed specifically for the modern-day forensic examiner tasked with handling incident 
= - response type examinations. The SUMURI TALINO KA-L eDiscovery & Incident Response laptop, is our 

= EE a high end eDiscovery incident response laptop aimed specifically for the modern-day forensic examiner 

tasked with handling incident response type examinations. 

. RUGGEDIZED LAPTOP 
The SUMURI TALINO TRL-65 is our no compromise ruggedized laptop. When you need both dust proofing 
and water resistance in one package along with as little sacrifice as possible when it comes to performance, 
the TRL-65 is your very best choice! It features a whopping six-foot drop protection, and like all TALINOs, 
there are tons of customization options and you will find the same awesome three year warranty you’ve 
come to know and love. 

TALINO WORKSTATIONS 

CRYPTANALYSIS WORKSTATION 
An extremely fast and efficient decryption system featuring Intel CPUs and NVIDIA Graphics Cards 
combined with our proprietary 3mm aluminum heat dispersing chassis. All the horsepower you need to run 
Passware, Elcomsoft or any other cryptanalysis solution. 

FORENSIC WORKSTATION 
The SUMURI TALINO KA brand of computers is built on the most reliable and stable platform designed by 

Certified Forensic Computer Examiners. Each custom workstation is built with expandability and a future 
proof mindset so that you are not replacing the computer every few years with an entirely new computer. 

eDISCOVERY WORKSTATION 
An extremely fast and efficient decryption system featuring Intel CPUs and NVIDIA Graphics Cards 
combined with our proprietary 3mm aluminum heat dispersing chassis. All the horsepower you need to run 
Passware, Elcomsoft or any other cryptanalysis solution. ee 

    

NUIX POWERED WORKSTATION ~~ 
The SUMURI TALINO NUIX Forensic Workstation is our specialized high-end dual Intel CPU system. This ~~ oy 
system was designed by our certified forensic computer examiners and NUIX engineers specifically to run 
NUIX. The power of TALINO married to the strength of NUIX is a match made in heaven. 

' LINO SERVERS ABOUT SUMURI 

SUMURI is a leading worldwide provider of solutions for 

( digital evidence and computer forensic Training, 

A th kel eka Hardware, Software, and Services. SUMURI is also the 

yea TSO U eT AE OM CSN aco oT ites developer of the industry standard PALADIN Forensic 
Lie everything great about TALINO KA workstations to server i ; ; i 

be form factor computing in the big data arena, all designed by Suite, CARBON Virtual Forensic Suite, RECON ITR, 

Certified Forensic Computer Examiners. Whether you're RECON LAB, and TALINO Forensic Workstations. 
§ looking to store several hundred Terabytes for your lab or you 

need Petabytes for body camera footage we’ve got you 
gi ot covered. With multiple processing nodes available our sales@sumuri.com 
— designers can build you the server that you need at a price 

aus Me Retna see +1 302.570.0015 

a Our Mailing Address: 
7: P.O. Box 121 Magnolia, 
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